[Novel beta-lactam structures: design problems].
The methology of the development of new biologically active betalactams is proposed. One of the two ways proposed is specific modification which is peculiar to certain betalactam structure and involves introduction of substitutes changing particular physico-chemical properties of the natural or synthetic analogous. General guidelines for modification of the biologically active compounds are given. The space and depth of the necessary physico-chemical investigation are determined. The alternative way of the new biologically active compounds development is the principle of similarity. The distinctive feature of this approach is the use as building blocks of the substitutes already used in the well-known betalactam antibiotics and "implantation" of this substitutes into other (new) betalactam structures. The ways of the new betalactams synthesis including the methods of enzyme engineering are considered. The possibility to use enzyme engineering processes for production of not only new individual betalactams--hits, but also for synthesis of the groups of betalactams--leads, is shown. More than 6000 new betalactam structures were constructed on the base of the principle of similarity. At least 700 of this compounds demonstrates not only antimicrobial activity but other types of biological activity due to the implementation of additional pharmaceutical units other than betalactams. The constructed compounds are summarized in the tables, the request for the electronic version of the tables can be sent by the address: valan@orc.ru.